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FAQ Fixed wing Aircraft vibration

Aircraft Vibration Troubleshooting is the process whereby an electronic vibration analyzer is used to measure the vibration produced by the aircraft power plant ... 
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FAQ: Fixed Wing Aircraft Vibration Why be concerned with Aircraft Vibration? Excess and unwanted aircraft vibration can cause discomfort and fatigue for the flight crew and passengers. The service life of expensive avionics and instruments is shortened considerably when the equipment is operated in a high vibration environment. Excess vibration can also shorten the life of expensive engine components such as vacuum pumps, exhaust systems, engine ducting and many other items. Can my aircraft maintenance technician troubleshoot Aircraft Vibration? Yes!!! Aircraft Vibration Troubleshooting is the process whereby an electronic vibration analyzer is used to measure the vibration produced by the aircraft power plant and relate that vibration to one or more unwanted vibrations which are usually felt in the cabin by the occupants. When the actual cause of the vibration problem is known, corrective action can be taken to deal with the problem. What are the causes of unwanted (excess) cabin vibration? An unwanted cabin vibration can be generated by a variety of problems: - Propeller mass imbalance (mass distribution problem) - Propeller aerodynamic imbalance (blades not pitched equally or airfoils not matched) - Abnormal engine vibration (combustion problems or unmatched engine components) - Normal engine vibration transmitted abnormally into the airframe (poor engine to airframe isolation) - Aerodynamic excitation of airframe by prop wash. Why go to the trouble of balancing my propeller first? In each of the situations above, the very first step in troubleshooting an aircraft vibration problem is to dynamically balance the propeller. Because propeller imbalance is by far the most common cause of excess cabin vibration, we eliminate the majority of cockpit vibration problems with this first step. Okay, so now my propeller is balanced, what comes next? After the propeller imbalance is eliminated, other engine vibrations can be analyzed and traced to their source. A vibration analysis signature is taken on the engine and then compared to signatures taken from similar engine models. With some engines, a vibration signature check will point to a combustion problem, perhaps caused by a dirty injector, a dirty spark plug or an ignition problem.



Although rare, sometimes a vibration signature check will point to an internal engine problem. When an engine problem is found this way, the engine can usually be repaired before the problem becomes unmanageable. My engine vibration is normal, what is causing my unwanted cabin vibration? If the engine vibration is reasonable, then vibration readings are collected in the cabin so that the "felt" vibration can be evaluated. While the engine may be producing "normal" vibration levels, these normal vibrations may be transmitted abnormally to the airframe due to lack of isolation between the engine and firewall. A vibration check can point the way to detection of isolation problems such as bad engine isolators, hoses which do not have adequate service play, exhaust system to airframe contact, etc. What about aerodynamic excitation of the airframe? Even with good mechanical engine to airframe isolation, vibration analysis can be used to detect and identify other unwanted cabin vibration. The air mass which envelops the aircraft can provide a transmission path for unwanted vibration. Any time the propeller is producing thrust, propeller induced air pulses can excite parts of the airframe such as thin or poorly attached windshields. With some aircraft, replacement of the windshield with a thicker aftermarket unit will reduce cabin vibration considerably. Where can I find a mechanic to check my aircraft's vibration? Aircraft vibration checks are done in many prop shops, repair stations and FBO's. For a local referral to a maintenance shop which provides vibration analysis and balancing services, talk to Dynamic Solutions Systems.
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Biplane Bimotor Fixed-Wing 

Biplane Bimotor Fixed-Wing. Micro Air Vehicles. C.Thipyopas, B.BataillÃ© and J.-M.Moschetta ... phase is on developing. Biplane MAVs. VertiGo Project 2006.










 








Flapping Wing Aircraft 

wise a stalled condition of the wing is transmitted to the fuselage with its .... unfortunately not available in English, shows drawings ... Otherwise, the flexible.










 








Flapping Wing Aircraft 

are merely the bait used to coax him to the drawing board. ... If Lilien- thal had adopted this feature instead of the difficult ... (This meant concave. Lilienthal first ... 27th: The up and down movements of the wing-tips .... air, as shown by the 










 








Flapping Wing Aircraft - Size 

1,810,182 was duly issued in 1931 to one Angel (sic). Mateo for an "Aeroplane of ..... Since wing forces are proportional to the square of the velocity, a part of the ...










 








Wing Leading Edge Slats... Fixed vs.Retractable 

3/4 scale replica of the Fieseler Fi-156. "Storch" were published in the Novem- ber and December issues of SPORT. AVIATION. As a result, I received many.










 








Fillets on Low-Wing Aircraft 

Of all the wing-fuselage configurations studied by. NACA, the high wing configuration has the least inter- ference drag, and is the best aerodynamic choice. How-.










 








Some Interesting Facts on Aircraft Vibration - Size 

peller, the analysis of vibration problems for the pur- pose of controlling the vibration and corresponding stresses to safe values has become more and more im-.










 








Some Interesting Facts on Aircraft Vibration 

which is located an asbestos strip attached to one of the sheets. The sheets should be conical in shape, in order to allow angular motion about the elastic center ...










 








Path Planning for a Fixed Wing Micro Air Vehicle in 

Sep 21, 2007 - from on-board sensor (like mini laser ranger) and the planner runs at ground and uploads the path in the MAV. This paper presents a solution ...










 








Experimental Investigations of Biplane Bimotor Fixed-Wing Micro Air 

Sep 21, 2007 - Avilent is a bimotor positive stagger tandem-wing ... Both upper and lower wings are based on a high-lift low-Reynolds number .... variable-pitch propellers located close to the upper wing trailing edge to delay the stall on the ...
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Hovering Capabilities of Fixed-Wing Micro-Aerial Vehiclesâ€� 

Fixed-wing micro air vehicles (MAV) are very attractive for outdoor ... control than rotorcraft in outdoor environment and allow for a dash capability to escape ... take-off and landing (VTOL) and sustain stable hover flight which proves to be crucia










 








FAQ 

ments électroniques et informatiques, vers la fourniture de services. Or, la licence .... gestion collective obligatoire combiné à une exception légale. Il est difficile ...










 








FAQ 

Frequently Asked Questions. How do I ... Its name must be of this form: artist_-_track_title.extension ... project â€“no more than 20 words, if we want more, we'll ask.










 








Non-Structural Wing Leading Edges For Light Aircraft 

108) bonded and impregnated with polyester resin. Such leading edges are simple to make and are dur- able. They are very rigid and need not be formed to the.










 








LA FAQ 

Selon l'employeur qui vous engagera, il est possible qu'il vous octroie des chÃ¨ques- repas. Sur chaque chÃ¨que-repas, vous payez une cotisation personnelle ...
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Wing Design 

area and give the same lift and stalling speed as the full size 9 percent wing. ... lent to about 1/32 inch grains of sand distributed on the leading edge. Look at the .... Figure 7 shows the relationship between the total drag coefficientâ€”surface 










 








JAgraffe: FAQ 

1.2 2. Why doesn't JAgraffe allow me to save the scaled down pictures. ... and the rest of the screen too (just joking...of course...) 7. ... work with JAVA 1.4. 8.










 








FOP FAQ 

Batik can be used with FOP to transcode an SVG image into a PDF document. 1.5. ... XSLFO (aka XSL-FO) is an XML vocabulary that is used to specify a ..... In addition, there are tools on the Antenna House XSL-FO Tutorial and Sample page.
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